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At this stage of the LHC program, the prospect for a new physics
signal in the very rare K → πνν decays may be dented, but remains well
alive thanks to their intrinsic qualities. First, these decays are among
the cleanest observables in the quark flavor sector. When combined with
their terrible suppression in the SM, they thus offer uniquely sensitive
probes. Second, the LHC capabilities are not ideal for all kinds of new
physics, even below the TeV scale. For example, rather elusive scenarios
like natural-SUSY-like hierarchical spectrum, baryon number violation,
or new very light but very weakly interacting particles may well induce
deviations in rare K decays. Even though experimentalists should brace
themselves for tiny deviations, these modes thus have a clear role to play
in the LHC era.
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1 Why studying rare K decays in the LHC era?
Most models of new physics (NP) introduce either new flavored particles, or new
flavor-breaking interactions between quarks and leptons. Even if these new particles
are relatively heavy, their presence can alter the delicate balance at play in the Flavor
Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC). Indeed, those processes would actually vanish
at all orders in the Standard Model (SM) if quark masses were equal because of the
unitarity of the CKM matrix, the so-called GIM mechanism. So, FCNC arise in the
SM from a loop-level interplay between the non-degeneracy of quark masses and the
non-diagonal nature of the CKM matrix [1]. On the other hand, the NP dynamics
may not be so contrived, and could in principle directly lead to FCNC.
Let us be a bit more precise. Concentrating on K and B semileptonic decays
with neutrino pairs in the final states, both the SM and the NP contributions can be
embodied into dimension-six effective operators
Heff = c
bs
Λ2
bΓs⊗ νΓν + c
bd
Λ2
bΓd⊗ νΓν + c
sd
Λ2
sΓd⊗ νΓν + ... (1)
where Γ represents some Dirac structures, Λ is the typical scale of the dynamics, and
cij are the Wilson coefficients. With this language, the absence of NP signals in flavor
experiments would mean that cijNP/Λ
2
NP . c
ij
SM/Λ
2
SM, i.e., that the NP contributions
are smaller than those of the SM, for which ΛSM ∼ vEW ≈ 246 GeV and cijSM ∼
(g2/4π)2VtiV
†
tj with g the electroweak coupling and Vij the CKM matrix elements.
These combinations of CKM matrix elements scale as
cbsSM ∼ VtbV †ts ∼ λ2 , cbdSM ∼ VtbV †td ∼ λ3 , csdSM ∼ VtsV †td ∼ λ5 , (2)
where λ ∼ 0.2 is the sine of the Cabibbo angle. There are several ways to interpret
the consequences of these scalings on the search for NP in K decays:
1. If the NP coefficients cijNP do not follow any particular scaling but are all of O(1),
the constraints from the kaon sectors are clearly the tightest. The absence
of a NP signal there forces its contribution not to exceed a very small SM
piece. Typically, a measurement of K → πνν compatible with the SM pushes
ΛNP & 100 TeV [2]. For such a scale, the corresponding impact in B transitions
is completely negligible, while the LHC is not energetic enough for a direct
discovery. Kaon physics then represent our only window. At the same time,
such a scenario is not very appealing theoretically. When ΛNP & 10
4×ΛSM, the
stability of the electroweak scale necessitates systematic and extreme fine-tuning
of the Lagrangian parameters. This is called the hierarchy puzzle.
2. If ΛNP is lower, as suggested to alleviate the hierarchy puzzle, then another
puzzle arises: the cijNP have to be suppressed. In that respect, kaon physics is
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certainly the most puzzling, since csdNP should be particularly small. Phenomeno-
logically, a simple way to put back K and B physics on a similar footing is to
enforce Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV), i.e., to ensure that cijNP ∼ VtiV †tj [3].
With such a suppression, the NP contributions would be similar to those of the
SM if it arises at the loop level and ΛNP ≈ vEW . So, even a moderately-higher
scale would not induce large deviations in flavor observables. Indeed, the NP
decoupling is rather fast since the effective operators have dimension six.
3. Direct searches for new particles at the LHC have pushed the typical mass scale
for many scenarios close to or even above 1 TeV. But, if ΛNP ≈ 5×vEW , a loop-
level NP contributions is about 25 times smaller than the SM contributions when
MFV is active. While this is certainly compatible with the current absence of
deviations with respect to the SM in B physics and K−K mixing, it raises the
issue of the very observability of NP in low-energy experiments [4]. A significant
signal would require either significant departures from MFV in the K sector, or
a much lighter relevant dynamics which would have somehow escaped detection
at the LHC, or very specific observables for which the theoretical control on the
hadronic uncertainties can be achieved at the few percent level. This is where
the very clean rare K decays could play a crucial role.
With this picture in mind, we will concentrate in the following on three different
topics. First, in Section 2, we will discuss the hadronic uncertainties playing a role
for the rare K decay rate predictions. Since the deviations from the SM predictions
are expected to be small for a large class of NP scenarios, particular emphasis will be
laid on the methods used to control them, and the prospect for further improvements.
In Section 3, we will illustrate the tension between the LHC bounds on NP particle
masses and the observability of a deviation in the rare K decay rates in the context
of supersymmetric models. Besides the intrinsic appeal of this class of scenarios,
this choice is particularly convenient for our purpose since it offers a fully dynami-
cal setting in which the interplay between low- and high-energy observables can be
consistently analyzed. We will show that two specific scenarios, natural SUSY and
R-parity violating SUSY could still manage to lead to significant deviations. Finally,
in Section 4, the sensitivity of rare K decays to the presence of new light, neutral,
and very weakly interacting particles will be briefly explored.
2 Controlling hadronic effects
One of the main virtues of the rare K decays is the excellent control achieved over
the hadronic effects on their rates, even though the typical scale of kaon physics is
deep in the QCD non-perturbative regime. This could be accomplished thanks to
the powerful chiral symmetry, which permits to recover some form of perturbative
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treatment for the strong interaction at low energy. Before illustrating this, let us first
identify precisely the quantities affected by hadronic uncertainties.
The dominant contribution to K → πνν comes from the Z penguin [5], where the
three up-type quarks circulate. It is CP-conserving for K1 → π0νν and CP-violating
for K2 → π0νν, where
√
2K1,2 = K
0 ∓ K0 are the 0++ and 0−+ neutral kaon CP-
eigenstates, approximately equal to the mass eigenstates KS and KL, respectively.
The loop function induces a quadratic breaking of the GIM mechanism [6], i.e., it is
proportional to m2q/M
2
W in the mq →∞ and mq → 0 limit, where mq the mass of the
quark circulating in the loop. Combined with the CKM scaling for the CP-conserving
and CP-violating transitions, we get:
K+ → π+νν
K1 → π0νν K2 → π0νν
m2t
M2W
(ReV †tsVtd ∼ λ5)
m2t
M2W
(ImV †tsVtd ∼ λ5)
m2c
M2W
(ReV †csVcd ∼ λ)
m2c
M2W
(ImV †csVcd ∼ λ5)
m2u
M2W
(ReV †usVud ∼ λ)
m2u
M2W
(ImV †usVud = 0)
The K+ → π+νν decay mode receives both a CP-conserving and a CP-violating
contribution since K+ is not a CP eigenstate.
These scalings explain why the top quark contribution is so large both for the CP-
violating and CP-conserving transitions. The purely long-distance up quark contribu-
tion [7,8] is suppressed by the light quark mass, and is necessarily CP-conserving. The
charm quark contribution ends up as large as the top one for the CP-conserving tran-
sition, because the small mass ratio m2c/m
2
t is compensated by the large CKM ratio
ReV †csVcd/ReV
†
tsVtd ∼ λ−4, but stays subleading for the CP-violating transition [9,10].
Note that indirectly, this large CP-conserving charm quark contribution contributes
to the KL → π0νν decay. Indeed, the kaon mass eigenstates are KS ∼ K1 + εK2
and KL ∼ K2 + εK1. Thankfully, ε ∼ 10−3, so this so-called indirect CP-violating
piece enters only at the percent level in the KL → π0νν rate [11]. Finally, it must
be mentioned that if a different CKM phase convention was chosen, for example one
in which ImV †usVud 6= 0, then it is only through the interference of the direct and
indirect CP-violating amplitudes that these scalings between the three up-type quark
contributions would be recovered [12].
To really appreciate how peculiar is the Z penguin, it is instructive to compare
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with the photon penguin, for which the GIM breaking is logarithmic:
K+ → π+γ∗
K1 → π0γ∗ K2 → π0γ∗
log
mt
MW
(ReV †tsVtd ∼ λ5) log
mt
MW
(ImV †tsVtd ∼ λ5)
log
mc
MW
(ReV †csVcd ∼ λ) log
mc
MW
(Im V †csVcd ∼ λ5)
log
mu
MW
(ReV †usVud ∼ λ) log
mu
MW
(ImV †usVud = 0)
This time, the CP-conserving up-quark contribution is not suppressed at all. Actually,
it dominates the CP-conserving process, relegating the top contribution to a negligible
correction [13]. As a result, neither KS → π0ℓ+ℓ− nor K+ → π+ℓ+ℓ− qualify as good
probes for the short-distance dynamics. On the other hand, KL → π0ℓ+ℓ− still shares
many of the good features of K → πνν. One must be careful though to treat the
indirect CP-violating contribution [14], which scales as ε × logmu/MW × ReV †usVud.
The long distance enhancement is so strong that it completely compensate for the
small ε, and this contribution ends up of the same order as the CP-violating top and
charm quark contributions (in other words, the so-called “indirect” and “direct” CP
violating contributions are similar). Finally, the two-photon penguin contribution
K2 → π0γ∗γ∗ → π0ℓ+ℓ− should also be included. Being CP-conserving, K2 →
π0γ∗γ∗ is also entirely dominated by the up-quark contribution and enhanced by the
long-distance meson dynamics. The situation is different when coupled to muons or
electrons. The two photons can have JCP = 0++, 2++,... , but mostly the scalar state
is produced. As a result, the lepton amplitude is helicity-suppressed (proportional to
the lepton mass). The two-photon contribution is then comparable to the direct and
indirect CP-violating contribution for the muon mode [15], but remains negligible for
the electron one [14].
The electroweak anatomy of the various decay processes permits first to identify
the most promising decays, i.e., those most sensitive to the interesting short-distance
dynamics: KL → π0νν, K+ → π+νν, and to a lesser extent, KL → π0e+e− and
KL → π0µ+µ−. Then, it also permits to identify two sources of hadronic effects. In
both cases, the strategy to control these effects is to use the chiral symmetry to relate
them to well-measured quantities. Specifically:
• Short-distance penguins and semileptonic decays: Even though the charm
and top quark penguins are effectively local point-like interactions at the kaon
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Figure 1: The hadronic effects in the matrix elements of the short-distance top and
charm-quark penguin operators are brought under control thanks to their relation
with the charged-current-induced semileptonicKℓ3 processes [16]. For the purely long-
distance up-quark contribution to the Z penguin, the strategy relies on the photon
penguin [8], which is entirely dominated by a similar up-quark contribution when
CP-conserving (as in K+ → π+ℓ+ℓ− and KS → π0ℓ+ℓ− [13, 14]).
energy scale, they are still parametrized in terms of quark fields, whose hadroniza-
tion into the initial kaon and final pion is not necessarily local. Technically, this
step boils down to the evaluation of the hadronic matrix elements 〈π0|sγµd|K0〉
and 〈π+|sγµd|K+〉. The chiral symmetry relates these matrix elements to
those relevant for the charged-current K → πℓν decays, 〈π+|sγµd|K0〉 and
〈π0|sγµd|K+〉, see Fig. 1. Further, the impact of isospin symmetry breaking as
well as of long-distance QED effects can be treated perturbatively. The preci-
sion achieved is such that these sources of hadronic uncertainties are very small,
at the few percent-level for the K → πνν decay rates [16]. For comparison, re-
member that the lack of a similar strategy for the uncertainties on the matrix
elements like 〈ππ|sΓd|K〉 [17] is the main reason why the theoretical control
over the ε′ observable remains so challenging to this day.
• Long-distance penguins and radiative decays: The second type of long-
distance effects are the up-quark contributions to the penguins. Those are
purely non-local, and have to be dealt with entirely in terms of meson external
states and loops in the context of chiral perturbation theory. Precision is then
limited by the rather slow convergence of the chiral expansions (around 30%
per order), and by the regular occurrence of free parameters, the counterterms,
whose presence is often required to absorb loop divergences. However, as said
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before, these issues can be at least partly circumvented when, instead of cal-
culating directly a given process from the chiral Lagrangian at a given order,
one tries to relate it to well-measured observables. For example, the indirect
CP-violating contribution KL → ε(K1 → π0ℓ+ℓ−) can be controlled [13, 14, 18]
thanks to the measured KS ≈ K1 → π0ℓ+ℓ− decay rates [19]. Actually, this
process also helps evaluating the up-quark contribution to K+ → π+νν [8],
see Fig. 1. Similarly, the experimental KL → π0γγ rate and photon energy
spectrum [20] are instrumental in controlling the two-photon contributions to
KL → π0ℓ+ℓ− [14, 15].
The current predictions for the rare decay rates are, in units of 10−11,
B(K+ → π+νν(γ))SM = 8.25(64) [10] (Bexp = 17.3+11.5−10.5 [22]) ,
B(KL → π0νν)SM = 2.60(37) [10] (Bexp < 2600 [23]) ,
B(KL → π0e+e−)SM = 3.23+0.91−0.79 [21] (Bexp < 28 [24]) ,
B(KL → π0µ+µ−)SM = 1.29(24) [21] (Bexp < 38 [25]) ,
(3)
The errors for the neutrino modes are dominated by the parametric uncertainties on
the CKM matrix elements, which account for 59% (82%) of the total error for the
K+ (KL) modes, respectively (see Ref. [10] for a detailed breakdown of the errors
into their various sources). On the other hand, the error for B(KL → π0ℓ+ℓ−) are
dominated by that on the experimental KS → π0ℓ+ℓ− decay rates [15, 21], with a
smaller (and reducible with appropriate lepton momentum cuts) uncertainty coming
from KL → π0γγ for the muon mode.
The first message of this section is thus that the very clean K → πνν decays
do not suffer from large hadronic uncertainties. Currently, those should not pre-
vent the observability of less than 10% deviations from the SM predictions. At the
same time, it should be clear that these modes are sensitive only to a limited class
of NP effects since neutrinos interact only weakly in the SM. So, having at hand
also other observables would be much welcome. For example, the KL → π0e+e− is
very sensitive to NP deviations in the electromagnetic currents (both electric and
magnetic) while the KL → π0µ+µ− would be sensitive to a new helicity-suppressed
scalar current [26]. The second important message of this section is thus that for
many modes, the strategies have been set to further improve their theoretical control
using experimental inputs from other observables, especially the Kℓ3 decays for ma-
trix elements [16] and the radiative decays for the purely long-distance contributions.
As discussed briefly above, this is the case for the KL → π0ℓ+ℓ− modes, but also
to some extent for other processes like for example the KL → ℓ+ℓ− rate [27–30] or
the K+ → π+π0γ CP-asymmetries [21, 31]. It is thus important to include in future
experimental programs aiming at the rare decays at least also all the leading radiative
modes KS → π0γ(∗), K+ → π+γ(∗), KL,S → (π0)γ(∗)γ(∗), K+ → π+γ(∗)γ(∗).
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3 Supersymmetric effects in rare K decays
One of the most appealing classes of NP scenarios is based on supersymmetry. The
most simple implementation, the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM),
is actively looked for at the LHC. Currently, the bounds on the gluino and squark
masses, assuming they are all degenerate, are in the 1− 2 TeV range. This is rather
high from the point of view of low-energy flavor observables. Taken at face value, and
without any large departure from MFV, the impact on the rare K decays would be
far too small to be observed.
In the following, we will assume that MFV is at least approximately valid. Then,
the only way supersymmetry could show up in rare K decays is if at least some of
the sparticles are below the TeV scale, hence below the naive mass bounds set by
the LHC. This is possible only in special circumstances, two of which will be briefly
discussed here.
3.1 Natural SUSY and Minimal Flavor Violation
In the MSSM, besides the fact that two Higgs doublets are needed, the spontaneous
breaking of the electroweak symmetry becomes supersymmetric in the sense that it
is driven by the parameters of the supersymmetric Lagrangian. Further, it cannot
occur without breaking first the supersymmetry itself. As a result, the conditions
for a consistent electroweak symmetry breaking entangle the various scales at play,
schematically as
m2Z ∼ µ2 +m2Hu , (4)
where mZ is the Z boson mass (electroweak scale), µ the supersymmetric Higgs
mass term (SUSY scale), and mHu the soft supersymmetry breaking Higgs mass term
(SUSY breaking scale). The last two parameters also drive the mass of the sparticles,
so should a priori not be too small. At the same time, they must be adjusted so as
to maintain the Z boson mass at the much lower electroweak scale. This fine tuning
quickly becomes horrendous as µ and mHu increase. Actually, even the parameters
tuning the loop corrections to these mass terms have to be controlled.
In the so-called Natural SUSY scenario (see e.g. Ref. [32] and references therein),
one insists that the electroweak symmetry breaking conditions remain natural, i.e.,
free from a too serious fine-tuning. The SUSY spectrum must then satisfy some
generic conditions. In particular, the top squarks must not be too heavy. This is
compatible with the LHC constraints because the mass bounds hold mostly for the
light flavor squarks, which could be more directly produced out of the first-generation
quarks in the proton. The gluino must also be rather light, not beyond about 1.5
TeV. When combined with a naive unification conditions for gaugino masses, this
further implies the presence of at least one rather light neutralino and chargino.
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This is not the full story yet. The supersymmetrization of the electroweak sym-
metry breaking has another important consequence: it constrains the Higgs boson
mass which has to be below mZ at tree level. Here, somewhat contrary to what is
needed to avoid a too large fine-tuning in Eq. (4), a large loop correction is required
to reproduce the observed mass of about 125 GeV. The main contribution comes from
the top sector:
m2h = m
2
Z cos 2β +
m4t
v2EW
∆t,t˜loop , (5)
with
∆t,t˜loop ∼ a log
mt˜1,2
mt
+ b
X2
t˜L−t˜R
m2
t˜1,2
(
1−
X2
t˜L−t˜R
12m2
t˜1,2
)
, (6)
where a and b are some coefficients, mt˜1,2 the two stop masses, and Xt˜L−t˜R their
mixing. So, the stop should thus not be too light, and this mixing should better be
rather large.
At the end of the day, one thus remains with rather light stop and gauginos,
and a possibly significant up-type trilinear term Au driving the stop mixing through
(A†u)33. Such a situation is ideal to generate a large deviation in the Z penguin as
the supersymmetric analogue of the SM contribution is enhanced, see Fig. 2. Indeed,
this correction is driven by chargino-stop loop [33, 34], which would both be light,
and by a double insertion (Au)13(A
†
u)32, which could be sizable [34]. Actually, the
K → πνν modes are the best probes for such a deviation [35], as shown in Fig. 2.
There is however a caveat to keep in mind. If MFV is active, then Au ≈ A0Yu with
A0 setting the SUSY breaking scale. The double trilinear insertion is again tuned by
the CKM matrix, (Au)13(A
†
u)32 ∼ VtdV †ts, and is thus suppressed. In those instance,
the SUSY correction to the Z penguin is limited, even for relatively light stops and
charginos [35, 36].
The question at this stage is thus whether MFV is compatible with a natural
SUSY like scenario, where the squark masses are highly split. This issue was analyzed
recently in Ref. [37], with the following conclusions:
• As a preliminary, it is important to realize that a split squark spectrum is not so
trivial to parametrize. Which scalar quark states are to be called stops depends
on the form of the Yukawa couplings in the gauge flavor basis, which we cannot
access. In other words, all the flavor couplings (Yukawa couplings and soft
supersymmetry breaking terms) should in principle be known in a given basis
to unambiguously fix the squark spectrum. Short of a flavor model, it is however
always possible to circumvent this difficulty by writing the soft-supersymmetry
breaking terms as polynomial expansions in the Yukawa couplings [38]. Doing
this ensures that they depend on the flavor basis in a coherent and consistent
way [37].
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Figure 2: The SM top quark contribution to the Z penguin (a.) and its chargino-stop
supersymmetric analogue (b.). The flavor transition is driven by a double Yukawa
insertion (quadratic GIM breaking) in the SM, and by a double up-type trilinear
insertion in the SUSY case. As shown on the right (c.), the K → πνν modes are then
particularly sensitive to the trilinear matrix elements (see Ref. [35] for more details).
• From a phenomenological point of view, a split third generation of squarks is
easily parametrized. For example, light left stop and sbottom could result from
Split t˜L, b˜L :m
2
Q = m
2
0(1−Y†uYu/〈Y†uYu〉) , (7)
where m2Q is the left-squark soft mass term, 〈...〉 denotes the matrix trace, and
m0 sets the SUSY breaking scale. In the up-quark mass eigenstate basis, Yu is
diagonal, so m2Q ≈ m20(1, 1, 0) in that basis. The same strategy can be used to
split the right stop or sbottom with e.g.
Split t˜R :m
2
U = m
2
0(1−YuY†u/〈YuY†u〉) , (8)
Split b˜R :m
2
D = m
2
0(1−YdY†d/〈YdY†d〉) . (9)
Note that the form of these polynomials are dictated by the transformation
properties of the flavor couplings under the SU(3)5 flavor symmetry [39] of the
gauge interactions.
• Such polynomial expansions respect the MFV hypothesis when all coefficients
are O(1) numbers [40]. So, for reasonable values of tan β, a split t˜R is necessarily
MFV-like since 〈Y†uYu〉 is such an O(1) number. On the other hand, split b˜R
is compatible with MFV only for very large tan β, since otherwise 〈YdY†d〉−1 ≫
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O(1). Finally, split t˜L, b˜L may or may not respect MFV, depending on tan β
and whether they are split using a Y†uYu/〈Y†uYu〉 term or a Y†dYd/〈Y†dYd〉
term (both are permitted by the flavor symmetry).
• If the squark splitting is induced by boundary conditions on the soft terms at the
GUT scale, then a non-MFV structure in one soft-term can pollute the others
through the running. On the other hand, generically, any non-MFV structure
tends to be suppressed running down [41]. As a result, even a scenario like
Eq. (9) at the GUT scale could be reasonably compatible with MFV at the low
scale.
In conclusion, the rare K → πνν modes are ideally suited to probe natural SUSY
like scenarios where charginos and stops could be relatively light. On the one hand,
they are the most sensitive to the up-type squark mixing terms, and on the other, their
exceptional cleanness put them in the best situation to discern the small deviations
expected whenever MFV is active.
3.2 Baryon number violating SUSY
Once MFV comes into play in the MSSM, there are two notable consequences on the
phenomenology. First, the supersymmetric corrections to the rare K decay rates are
suppressed by the small CKM elements. In addition, they quickly decouple and would
be totally unobservable for sparticles around the TeV. To some extent, this remains
true for flavor physics in general: under MFV, the sparticles circulating in an FCNC
loop should better be well below the TeV scale if they are to induce a noticeable shift
with respect to the SM. Somehow, these sparticles must thus have escaped detection
at the LHC.
Coincidentally, the second consequence of MFV offers precisely such a hiding
mechanism. Phenomenologically, MFV is redundant with R parity [42] in the sense
that it suffices to prevent a too fast proton decay (or neutron oscillation). So, once
MFV is brought in, the main incentive to impose this ad-hoc discrete symmetry
disappears. But once R parity is no longer imposed [43], all the sparticles ultimately
decay into SM particles, and the telltale missing energy channels used to look for
supersymmetry at colliders are no longer adequate [44].
The hiding power of MFV is even stronger. From a flavor symmetry point of view,
the R-parity couplings violating baryon (B) and lepton (L) number have intrinsically
different characteristics. The best way to see this is to first answer the following [45]:
is it possible to construct flavor blind couplings which break lepton and/or baryon
number? Such couplings should be invariant under SU(3)5, but not under the full
U(3)5 flavor symmetry of the gauge interactions [39], since the U(1)s of B and L
are combinations of U(1) transformations acting on the individual quark and lepton
fields. A flavor-blind coupling is thus a contraction of quark and lepton fields with the
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invariant tensors of the SU(3) groups. Clearly, the kronecker delta never leads to a ∆B
or ∆L coupling since it is also an invariant of U(3)5. In practice, these contractions
are quark-antiquark or lepton-antilepton pairs, without any B or L charge. On the
other hand, the Levi-Civita tensor contracts three quark or lepton fields together,
hence does have a total B or L charge of three units1. The best known example of
such a flavor blind interaction is the B+L anomaly of the SM [46], which corresponds
to four such flavor-blind contractions among left-handed quark Q and lepton doublets
L [45]:
Heff ∼ (εIJKQIQJQK)× (εIJKQIQJQK)× (εIJKQIQJQK)× (εIJKLILJLK) , (10)
where I, J,K = 1, 2, 3 are flavor indices.
Returning to the MSSM, none of the R-parity violating coupling is flavor-blind,
since they all involve several fermion species transforming under different SU(3)s.
But, once Yukawa interactions are allowed, Yukawa couplings, transforming under
several SU(3)s, can be introduced to construct a flavor-symmetric coupling. This
is possible only if the underlying coupling breaks B or L by three units. The R-
parity violating couplings breaking L by one unit2 are thus forbidden, and proton
decay does not occur. Remains only the ∆B = 1 coupling YIJKudd U IDJDK , for which
SU(3)5 symmetric representations can be constructed as for example [42, 47]
(Yudd)
IJK ∼ εLMNYILu YJMd YKNd + ... , (11a)
(Yudd)
IJK ∼ εLJK(YuY†d)IL + ... . (11b)
Phenomenologically, the underlying epsilon contraction combined with the quasi-
diagonal CKM matrix forces these couplings to be largest when the three quarks are
of three different generations. Actually, the largest couplings all involve a top flavored
quark or squark. Hence, the largest couplings do not contribute to low-energy ∆B
observables like neutron oscillations.
At colliders, all sparticle decay chains end with an intense hadronic activity instead
of the standard missing energy signatures. This looks like a particularly effective way
to hide supersymmetry at hadron machines, but for one special window. The largest
couplings involve the top flavor. So, pairs of same-sign top quarks are easily produced
through channels like gg → g˜g˜ → tt+jets or dd→ d˜d˜→ tt+jets, see Fig. 3. In turn,
such top quark pairs produce same-sign lepton pairs, a signature scrutinized at the
LHC [48,49]. As a result, there are already some mass bounds on these scenarios, see
Fig. 3, but those are indeed far below those set in the R-parity conserving case.
1For historical reasons, the elementary B unit is 1/3, so that nucleons have B = 1. The elementary
L unit is that of the electron, L = 1.
2In the presence of a ∆L = 2 Majorana mass term, the ∆L = 1 couplings are allowed but tiny
since they end up tuned by the left-handed neutrino masses.
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Figure 3: Some QCD production mechanisms for squarks (a.) and gluinos (b.), and
their subsequent decay through the dominant MFV R-parity violating couplings.
c.) Corresponding mass bounds on the first generation squarks and gluinos derived
from the generic NP searches in the same-sign lepton pair channels by the CMS
collaboration. The blue and red exclusion areas denote different mass spectrum (hence
decay chains) hypotheses. See Ref. [49] for more details.
Such a pattern of RPV leaves more room for sizable effects in flavor physics since
sparticles can be lighter. Apart from that, the supersymmetric phenomenology is
not much affected. Indeed, the Yudd couplings are rather suppressed, especially for
Eq. (11a), and their impact on the rest of the MSSM as well as on the FCNC is
quadratic. For example, it is trivial to render the natural SUSY setting discussed
before R-parity violating. Neither the fine-tuning in Eq. (4) nor the Higgs mass
Eq. (5) are significantly affected. But, now that both the chargino and stop can be
lighter, their contribution to the rare K decays can be larger, improving the prospects
for an experimental discovery.
Before closing this summary of the baryon number violating MSSM, let us com-
ment on one last feature of this scenario. If for some reason holomorphy is as-
sumed to hold also for the Yukawa coupling insertions, then there is only one way
to parametrize the RPV coupling: (Yudd)
IJK ∼ εLMNYILu YJMd YKNd [44]. All the
other SU(3)5-symmetric constructions involve either Y†u or Y
†
d, hence would not be
“spurion-holomorphic”. Recently, this scenario was found to have a very intriguing
property [47]: it retains its form under the renormalization group evolution, to all
orders. In other words, we can write simply
(Yudd[Q])
IJK = λ[Q]εLMNYu[Q]
ILYd[Q]
JMYd[Q]
KN . (12)
The whole renormalization group evolution of Yudd is encoded in that of the Yukawa
couplings and in its coefficient λ. Contrary to all the other ways to construct a flavor-
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symmetric UDD coupling, this is the only one for which additional terms never arise3.
Once imposed, holomorphy is preserved even though the Yukawa couplings are not dy-
namical fields but mere spurions. Further, if non-holomorphic terms like for example
εLMN(YuY
†
uYu)
ILYJMd Y
KN
d were present at some high scale, they would be washed
away through the running, and effectively only the holomorphic structure would be
relevant at the low scale. In this particular instance, the purely phenomenological
MFV hypothesis has given birth to a truly dynamical principle for the R-parity vio-
lating MSSM.
4 Rare K decays and dark portals
Since the SM is so succesful, most scenarios of NP are introduced as alternative UV
completions. The dynamics above (but not too far from) the electroweak scale is al-
tered by the presence of new interactions or forms of matter. But at or below the elec-
troweak scale, all the new states decouple and their effects can be fully encoded into
new interactions among SM particles only. The leading corrections are parametrized
by dimension-six effective operators [50], hence are relatively suppressed4.
Strictly speaking though, the successes of the SM do not rule out the presence
of additional states at low energy. Provided they interact very weakly, their impact
would be minimal, and they could have escaped detection up to now. Actually, many
scenarios predict the existence of such new light states. Let us mention for example
the axions, familons, dark photons, millicharged fermions, dilaton, majoron, sterile
neutrino, gravitino,... (see e.g. Ref. [52] for a review). In addition, if one or more of
these states is sufficiently stable, it could contribute to the dark matter density.
Experimentally, to discover such new states is tricky. They would show up as
missing energy /E, and would thus be undistinguishable from neutrinos but for the
different kinematics when massive. In addition, being weakly interacting, high lumi-
nosity is crucial and except in some special circumstances, colliders cannot compete
with low-energy experiments yet. So, with the advent of a new generation of ex-
periments aiming at the very rare K → πνν modes, it is timely to reconsider the
constraints one could draw on the presence of new light states. Besides, it is worth to
remember that historically, rare K decays have already played a central role in this
context: the non-observation of K → π + /E ruled out the simplest axion model [53].
To organize the search for such light states as model-independently as possible,
a possible strategy is to construct the equivalent of the Buchmuller-Wyler operator
3Specifically, corrections like εLMN (YuY
†
uYu)
IL
Y
JM
d
Y
KN
d
, εLMNYILu (YdY
†
uYu)
JM
Y
KN
d
, etc,
do arise, but they all either compensate each other, sum up to reproduce the evolution of the Yukawa
couplings, or combine into a flavor-blind matrix trace absorbed into the coefficient λ.
4If L is broken, there is an additional dimension-five operator leading to a Majorana mass term
for the neutrinos [51].
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of a dark sector. Besides the corrections to the
SM induced by the “visible” new physics, parametrized at low-energy through higher-
dimensional operators among SM fields [50], the presence at low energy of a new state,
whether it is a messenger, a long-lived particle, or a dark matter constituent, has to be
parametrized though new operators whose leading mass-dimension strongly depend
on their nature and on generic hypotheses about their interactions with the SM.
basis [50] once the SM particle content is extended, and then constrain all the op-
erators involving the new state(s), see Fig. 4. This program is more involved than
it seems for several reasons. First, the leading operators to consider, the so-called
portals, strongly depend on generic assumptions which have to be made on the nature
of the new state. Evidently, its spin has to be specified, as well as whether it carries
a dark charge and needs to be pair produced. For vector (or higher spin states), the
presence of an underlying dark gauge invariance strongly constrains the form of the
leading operators.
From the point of view of flavor physics, another important issue is whether these
new states couple dominantly to Higgs or gauge bosons, hence are flavor-blind, or
when they couple to quarks and leptons, whether they are able to directly induce the
flavor transition. Specifically, we can consider three classes of scenarios for a generic
effective coupling of the dark state(s) X to quarks
Flavor-changing Flavor-blind {qIΓqI} ⊗X
{qJΓqI} ⊗X , I 6= J Heavy quarks Light quarks
Best probed through Sometimes competitive with
FCNC observables flavor-blind searches
(quarkonia, EWPO, beam dump,...)
In Ref. [54], the full set of operators for the various assumptions on the dark state
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Figure 5: a.) Tree-level pair production of neutralinos, with the flavor transitions
induced by the squark soft-supersymmetry breaking terms. b.) The Kπ meson loop
driving the momentum dependence of the form-factor for the SM vector current.
In the p-wave, the Kπ interaction is strongly influenced by vector mesons, whose
lowest lying state is the K∗(892). c.) The differential spectra as a function of z =
(pν + pν)
2/m2K , see Eq. (16). The red and green curves correspond to the vector and
scalar currents of Eq. (13) and (14), respectively, plotted for Mχ = mπ, mπ/2, and 0.
The massless vector case coincides with the SM, on which curve the E787 and E949
events are reported [22]. Region I and II are the planned windows of observation of
the NA62 experiment.
X were constructed, and the constraints drawn from B and K decays with missing
energy in the final states compared. We do not intend to repeat this analysis here,
but instead illustrate two particular aspects that need to be kept in mind in designing
experimental search strategies.
4.1 Flavor-breaking portals: Beware of the kinematics
As an example of new flavor-changing invisible decay channels, let us consider the
very light neutralino scenario of Ref. [55]. In the MSSM with R parity, the lightest
supersymmetric particle is perfectly stable, and thus should be neutral for cosmolog-
ical reasons. In many cases, the lightest of the four neutralinos could play this role.
If light enough, the K → πνν decay process would be accompanied by K → πχ01χ01,
since these neutralinos would also show up as missing energy. In the MSSM, the
K → πχ01χ01 process can arise at tree-level, see Fig. 5. Except for massless neutrali-
nos, two types of effective interactions are generated: a scalar and a vector current,
Vector : sγµ(1± γ5)d⊗ χ01γµγ5χ01 , tuned by δsdLL, δsdRR , (13)
Scalar : s(1± γ5)d⊗ χ01(1± γ5)χ01 , tuned by δsdLR . (14)
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In both cases, the underlying flavor transition is not driven by the SM flavor struc-
tures, but directly by the squark flavor mixing arising from the soft supersymmetry
breaking terms. Numerically, this scenario is rather contrived though: the neutralinos
must be really light, at the cost of a fine-tuning of the MSSM parameters, squarks
should not be far above the electroweak scale and their flavor mixing should strongly
deviate from MFV to induce an observable deviation with respect to the SM, in ap-
parent conflict with the generic LHC mass bounds and with other flavor observables
like kaon mixing or even B physics.
This scenario may not be the most likely candidate for the physics beyond the
SM, but it is however perfectly suited to illustrate an important point. One should
never blindly use the K → πνν rate to constrain a K → π + /E process. First, the
experimentalists look for the K → πνν events only in two kinematical regions in pion
momenta where the tremendous background can be managed: below the K → πππ
threshold and avoiding the K → ππ peak, see Fig. 5. The neutralino mass must thus
be compatible with these windows. Second, the SM differential rate is built in their
analysis strategies, but does not necessarily match that of neutralino production, see
Fig. 5. How to translate the experimental result on K → πνν into a bound on the
production of new invisible states is thus far from trivial.
At this stage, it is worth to recall how the K → πνν differential rate for the SM
shown in Fig. 5 is predicted. It originates from the hadronic matrix elements for the
Z penguin effective operator,
〈π+,0(pπ)|sγµd|K+,0(pK)〉 = f++,00+ (z)(pK + pπ)µ + f++,00− (z)(pK − pπ)µ , (15)
with z = (pν + pν)
2/m2K , leading to
d
dz
ln Γ(K+,0 → π+,0νν) ∼ |pπ|
3
m3K
|f++,00+ (z)|2
|f++,00+ (0)|2
, |pπ| = mK
2
λ1/2(1, z,m2π/m
2
K) , (16)
and the standard kinematical function is λ(a, b, c) = a2+b2+c2−2(ab+ac+bc). The
form-factors f++,00+ (z) entering in this expression encode the coupling of the vector
current to mesons (see Fig. 5). Their slopes are not fixed by the chiral symmetry
but have to be measured. As for the electromagnetic current, to which they are
directly related in the SU(3) limit, they turn out to be mainly driven by vector
meson exchanges. So, to an excellent approximation, the charged and neutral K → π
transition form-factors have the same slope, driven by the pole of the neutral K∗(892).
Numerically, an estimate is derived from the slopes measured in the Kℓ3 decays (see
Fig. 1). This is reliable because the isospin breaking effect is tiny, below the percent
level [16], as can be guessed from the small mass difference between K∗0(892) and
K∗+(892).
Being entangled in the experimental analysis, this SM spectrum is assumed when
the total K → π+ /E rate is extrapolated from the events found in the two observation
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regions. In case NP modifies the spectrum, and short of a true measurement of the
differential rate, one possible way to evidence it would be to compare the extrapolated
rates using only the events either below or above theK → ππ peak. As can be guessed
from Fig. 5, and with sufficient statistics, this asymmetry would already probe a large
range of scenarios.
4.2 Flavor-blind portals: Go radiative
Let us now consider a flavor blind scenario. Imagine that a new light vector boson
couples to the light u, d, and s quarks. Being flavor-blind, the d and s charges are the
same. Without loss of generality, the light quark dark charges can then be aligned
with either their electric charges Q or their baryon number B [56]:
Heff = e
(
u d s
)
/V

εQ
3

 2 −1
−1

 + εB

 1 1
1





 ud
s

 , (17)
with e the positron electric charge. The goal is to extract bounds on εQ and εB from
K decays, and check whether they are competitive with those arising from flavor-
blind observables. For εQ, if the dark vector also couples to leptons, as they usually
do when arising e.g. from a U(1) kinetic mixing term, a bound below 10−3 should
be aimed at (see e.g. Refs. [52, 57, 58] for reviews). The same is true for εB if these
interactions respect a B − L symmetry, see e.g. Ref. [59]. Note, though, that from
a purely model-independent perspective, dark vectors may couple predominantly to
quarks, in which case εQ and εB are not much constrained yet, especially for dark
vectors of a few hundred MeV in mass. In that case, K decays are in a good position
to play the leading role.
The dark vector current Eq. (17) can directly be embedded within Chiral Pertur-
bation Theory (ChPT). As discussed in Ref. [54], the situation is then very different
for εQ and εB. The former is perfectly aligned with the photon current, hence the
predicted rates for any production mechanism can directly be deduced from the cor-
responding rate with photon(s), up to phase-space corrections. Assuming the dark
vector is light enough to neglect these phase-space differences,
B(K → aπ + bγ + cV ) ≈ ε2cQB(K → aπ + (b+ c)γ) , (18)
for a = 1, 2, 3, and b, c positive integers. Since branching ratios decrease with increas-
ing number of pions and photons, only the simplest modes are worth considering.
To derive bounds on εB is far less trivial. The baryon-number vector current decou-
ples from mesons at leading order in SU(3) ChPT. At the next to leading order in
the momentum expansion, it enters through unknown counterterms, and more in-
terestingly, through the parity-odd anomalous interactions (alongside εQ). So, we
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Figure 6: a.) In chiral perturbation theory, the leading contribution to KL →
π0γV, π0V V arises from an O(p4) charged pion loop. There is a similar loop contri-
bution for the K+ mode (b.), but now accompanied by a pole contribution (c.) from
the O(p4) odd-parity sector since K+ is not a CP eigenstate. d.) The KL → γV, V V
modes are purely induced by pole contributions at leading O(p4) chiral order. e.) The
differential rate for the pion loop-induced processes is strongly peaked above the πππ
threshold, hence falls out of the observation regions.
will only consider parity-odd observables to constrain εB, and more specifically, pro-
cesses induced through π0, η, η′ meson poles, with the vector bosons produced from
π0, η, η′ → γV, V V .
Let us now briefly discuss the simplest decay modes into dark vectors, and the
corresponding bounds which could be set on εQ and εB. We start with the K → πV
and K → πV V processes which would accompany K → πνν:
• K → πV : For a massless vector, this process is forbidden (as is K → πγ), so
the dark vector boson has to be massive. At the same time, its mass should not
be too large otherwise the pion momentum would fall out of the observation
regions shown in Fig. 5. But even if it falls in the more favorable region II,
mπ < mV < 2mπ, this process turns out to be very suppressed. It is directly
related to K → πγ∗, which does not arise at the leading chiral order [13], and
is insensitive to εB. As a result, bounds on εQ from K
+ → π+ + /E could at
best be set at around 10−3. Note that KL → π0γ∗ is CP-violating, hence not
competitive compared to the charged mode (see Sec. 2).
• KL → π0V V : Being three-body, the vector mass should be small. When
mV ≪ mK , the rate is easily obtained from the corresponding photon mode
as B(KL → π0V V ) ≈ ε4QB(KL → π0γγ). But, with B(KL → π0γγ)exp =
1.273(34) × 10−6 [60], a bound on B(K → πV V ) in the 10−12 range would at
best translate as a bound on εQ of the order of 5%. The situation is actually far
worse than this, because this estimate disregards the important caution made
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in the previous section on the kinematics. Specifically, the KL → π0γγ mode
dominantly proceeds through a charged pion loop and its rate is significant only
above the π+π− threshold [61]. As shown in Fig. 6, this is precisely the region
excluded in the K → π + /E searches, because once KL → πππ is open, one is
swamped with backgrounds.
• K+ → π+V V : This process is sensitive to both εQ and εB. The former arises
from pion loops similar to those for KL → π0V V . With B(K+ → π+γγ)exp =
1.10(32) × 10−6 and again a differential rate strongly peaked above the πππ
threshold, the bound on εQ cannot compete with that from K → πV . The
pole contribution K+ → π+(π0, η, η′ → V V ) offers in principle a window for εB.
But with B(K+ → π+γγ)pole presumably below about 10−7 [30], the sensitivity
of K+ → π+ + /E on εB is not very good, and the other observables discussed
below may offer better probes.
None of the K → π + /E modes appear very promising. Increasing the number of
pions does not improve the sensitivity, since the branching ratios for the corresponding
photonic modes are significantly smaller. Allowing for the presence of a photon, on
the other hand, opens new interesting avenues to probe for the presence of a dark
vector boson:
• K → πV γ: At first sight, these modes may seem better candidates than K →
πV V since εQ or εB no longer appear to the fourth power. For example, with
B(KL → π0V γ) ≈ ε2QB(KL → π0γγ), a bound in the 10−3 range on εQ looks
achievable. However, the differential rate is again similar to that of K → πγγ,
see Fig. 6. So, a bound in the 10−12 range for KL → πγ + /E does not appear
realistic, and no competitive bound on εQ should be achievable. The situation
is better for the pole contribution to K+ → π+V γ, sensitive to both εQ and εB,
because it is not particularly suppressed at high pion momentum (low z values).
Using this mode, a bound at the percent level may be achievable.
• KL → γV : Finally, this is the best observable to look for dark vector bosons
in the K sector. First, it is induced by the anomaly, hence sensitive to both
εQ and εB. Second, the probed vector mass range is the largest since there is
no pion in the final state. Third, thanks to the presence of a photon, it is only
quadratic in εQ or εB instead of quartic. Fourth, the SM rate is not as precise as
for K → πνν, but at B(KL → γνν) ≈ 3.4×10−13 [54], it is sufficiently small not
to obscure even a tiny NP contribution. Finally, with a bound at around 10−12,
and with B(KL → γγ)exp = 5.47(4) × 10−4 [60], this mode could in principle
probe εQ and εB down to below 10
−4, an order of magnitude better than any
other observables in the few tens to few hundred MeV vector mass range.
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All in all, the sensitivity of K decays to a new flavor-blind vector boson suffers
from the need to separately induce the flavor transition via the weak interaction.
This is evident from the rather suppressed SM rates B(KL → γγ)exp = 5.47(4)×10−4
and B(K → πγγ)exp around 10−6. Despite of this, the tremendous luminosity of
the next generation of experiments, aiming for about a hundred of SM events for
K → πνν, looks sufficient to competitively probe for dark vector bosons, especially
if those couple predominantly to quarks. Dedicated strategies, in particular for the
photon plus missing energy modes, should thus be designed and included in their
experimental programs.
5 Conclusion
At this stage of the LHC program, the prospect for a new physics signal in the
very rare K decays may be dented, but remains well alive thanks to their intrinsic
qualities. First, these decays are among the cleanest observables in the quark flavor
sector. When combined with their terrible suppression in the SM, they thus offer
uniquely sensitive probes. Second, the LHC capabilities are not ideal for all kinds
of NP scenarios. For example, baryon number violating effects are often difficult to
disentangle from the dominant QCD processes, while detecting a new very light but
very weakly interacting particle is extremely challenging.
More generally, now that the simplest NP scenarios are in jeopardy, seemingly
more exotic dynamics or particle contents may be our only alternative. Indeed, short
of a profound reappraisal of our understanding of Nature, the hierarchy puzzle tells
us that at least (some of) the lightest NP particles must be rather light, below or
around the TeV, hence must have escaped detection at the LHC up to now. At the
same time, such states may well induce deviations in flavor observables, since the
dynamics of direct detection and of FCNC is not the same. So, and even though
experimentalists should brace themselves for tiny deviations, rare K decay have a
clear role to play in the LHC era. This is perfectly illustrated by the Natural SUSY-
like spectrum discussed in Sec. 3.1. A relatively light stop can induce visible deviations
in K → πνν, but it coexists with very heavy first and second generation squarks so
as to avoid the direct detection bounds set at the LHC.
As a last message, let us stress once more an essential feature of kaon physics.
Because its scale is deep in the non-perturbative QCD regime, predictions from first
principle are not feasible. However, Nature has been kind enough to offer us the
chiral symmetry. As any typical (spontaneously broken global) symmetry, it is usu-
ally powerless to predict a given observable, but instead permits to precisely relate
observables among themselves. So, in contrast to other high-precision experiments
concentrating on a single process like e.g. µ → eγ, EDM of some particle or nuclei,
neutrinoless double beta transitions, or proton decay, a kaon physics experiment re-
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ally benefits from an extensive experimental program. Of course, the very rare but
very clean K → πνν should have priority, but many other modes deserve special at-
tention. Notably, as explained in Sec. 2, the semileptonic Kℓ3 decays hold one of the
keys to further improve the K → πνν predictions, while radiative decays are crucial
to control various sources of theoretical uncertainties for the FCNC processes involv-
ing charged leptons like KL → µ+µ−, KL → π0e+e−, and KL → π0µ+µ−. By the
way, those should certainly not be disregarded. Compared to K → πνν, they have
complementary sensitivities to NP. In addition, as mentioned in Sec. 4, a dedicated
physics program for radiative decays offer the possibility to competitively probe for
new exotic and very light forms of matter or interactions.
In conclusion, kaon physics retains its peculiar place in the LHC era. After more
than half-a-century of good service, and along the way, the game-changing discoveries
of indirect and direct CP violation, it may still rise to preeminence thanks to the
exceptional theoretical cleanness of the rareK decays and the incredible experimental
luminosity of the planned experiments.
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